Three reprobats - at Southport - and having lunch on the way, the "Exile" in the background.

The camp at Southport - sunrise.

Grand opera! - a little music, as we go along.
The Exile at anchor - Channel island

Off for Southport - pushing off from the quarantine station landing

Coconut palms: Armstrong's farm.

And the monkey who collects the nuts for us!
Armstrong's Farm —

Armstrong's Farm beach - about ten miles from Darwin.
Edwards, Sutherland and -

Flinders go for a walk

Our camp at Rapid creek - early morning.
The "Kolls" at Rapid Creek.

Coconut palms.

Two of Darwin's "Baukas" (in the background) snapped on Cable Beach.

All ready for Sunday school.
Scan for a swim before lunch.

Hart, Henneks & Coenraes.

A cross-leg puzzle.

Somebody's darling!
H.M.A.S. *Teramium* at- the wharf, Darwin.

"The *Huddersfield*".

The side verandah of the house in which six of us bunched and...
Victoria Hotel

The Folly

The house itself.

A busy street showing the Commercial Bank
A magnetic ant-hill

and quite an ordinary one!

Coconut palms on the road to East Point.

The day of the railway picnic—travelling on the top of cattle.
Among those present were —
Quiet spots at the top of Francis Bay.

A corner of the baths from the cliff.

Armstrong's farm beach again.
Back from Sunday school!

The Renault at Koelpinjah.

Sutherland spends a few moments in the office.

Washing day - Barber & the clothes.
An extra mail - S.S. Bambra arrives.

Lunch under a mangrove tree - Shell Island.

The weir - Adelaide River.

On the way to the quarantine station - the Exile being towed.
Buffalo - Adelaide river plains

Buf for lunch!

New Banket's jungle - poor little wallaby
Colham - just landed

up on Mendil beach

and being loaded ashore.
On Mondil Beach - Sutherland, Edwards, Mitchel in hiding
Gotham's plane.

On the Maskie at Gun Point -

Painting the Exile -

and on the way across.
Neat Banket's jungle - Finlayson.

Sutherland & a little ant-hill 'Two-feller' creek.

"Get out your cows & bulls!"
Five mighty hunters!

"Lost!" - Setting our bearings 'Two-feller' creek.
Out for the day -

- Boarding the "Maskee"

- With wind & tide -
"Here's luck!" - Hart, Finlayson and Johns.

On board the Marketer.

"At home."

Waiting for the payday.
Fort Hill, Darwin.

A bush-fire across the harbour.

The cliff back to the baths - I at the top.

Edwards, Giles, Barnes & M[ay]cox.
Dusky station hands

Where magnetic ant-hills show the way.

Work for the cook.

A study in black and white!
'He said duck' - at the Ben-stone Lagoon.

At the panels - Koolpinjah station.

- Out bush -
Scrubby creek and a tender piece of buffalo steak - Koolpinyah Station -

Roy Edwards shoots a buffalo bull - and helps to skin it.
Evan Herbert starts the skinning.

Pawpaw tree.

A cool spot on Scrubby creek. — and a hot one!
Stuck in Howard creek.

Evidence!

Trying to feed a calf.

And facing it!
Coming home from Koolbingah, -Havil.

How some people travel - Ten men in a Ford at the Ten-mile.

Limil-limil lagoon, Koolbingah station.

Under water in the wet season, The Ten-mile in October.
A spell after tennis - afternoon tea at the quarters

- Boat Day -

Shady spots for afternoon tea - reading & writing.
One of Darwin's few stone houses

Another little wallaby

Sutherland & Horrocks share a room & make most of the furniture!
The Maskee on the way to Point Charles.

- and where I took the snap from!

At Point Charles itself, Sutherland and Giles find a few bananas.
Towards "Toby" Herbert, with a fish caught in six inches of water.

and a few faze at Limel-limel

Lagoon, almost dry, at the end of the dry season.
At Banket's Jungle.
Miss Herbert, Oscar, Mrs. Edwards.

In Banket's Jungle

Setting a Crook Trap.
Finnil—Finnil
On Sut's Indian.

Farewell to Darwin.

The Matella

Swimming pool, Matella
Flange, 1930
Dol, Margaret, Constance

The New Office
Lairin

Anglican Church